It is the most effective way for quick translation of tremendous amount of explosively increasing science and technique information material to develop a practicable machine translation system and introduce it into translation practice. This essay treats problems arising from translation of isolated units on the basis of the practical materials and experiments obtained in the development and introduction of English-Korean machine translation system. In other words, this essay considers establishment of information for isolated units and their Korean equivalents and word order.
units belong isolated units of noun, attribute and adverbial modifier. The general information is given to immediately after the detailed isolated units such as nominal units, attributive units and adverbial modifying units. The general tail information is so simply presented because the properties of the types of isolated units are already given together with the head information and so it is unnecessary to present again them together with the tail information.
The following marks and letters are used in this essay.
-(mark): The Korean equivalent before this mark takes a translation order in a left direction. + (mark): The Korean equivalent before this mark takes a translation order in a right direction.
︵(arc): The section which is denoted by this arc allows a general translation to be conducted and never involves predicates, conjunctions and relatives to be in this section. N~: Apposition word may be put in the place of a wave-form mark and its translation is conducted in the right direction.
shoulder number: order mark of words of the same type or the same words …: There can be any words in this section and the word order of general translation is applied here.
Let us consider translation practice of the above-mentioned isolated units.
An isolated nominal unit is, in general, an objective unit as an integral unit and it is also often called an appositional unit.
Let us see concrete contextual structures, Korean equivalents and word orders in the examples.
•contextual structure:…CLB N,＼Ih-N＼ DET~N,＼It＼ P DET… Korean equivalents and word order: -《DET+~N》 e.g.: Lastly, only through the collaboration and encouragement by Muriel, ＼Ih-N ＼my wife ,＼It＼ has this project been completed. In this case, if there comes an adverb which realizes emphasis like even it is unnecessary to give Korean equivalent to or. It is because or and even both put emphasis into effect and an emphatic meaning is fully felt in the Korean edition without the Korean equivalent to or in it.
•contextual structure:…~N1¹,＼Ih-N＼N1²~＼It＼,and~N1³
,＼Ih-N＼N1⁴~＼It＼,P… Korean equivalent and word order: …~N1¹인+《N1²~》와/과 + ~N1³인 +
《N1⁴~》
Here, if 《인》, a Korean appositional grammatical suffix, is added to the Korean equivalent to the unit in front of an isolated unit, the compiling of the whole Korean equivalents becomes more natural. Like this, an isolated unit consists of homogeneous units before and after the coordinative conjunction which are composed of the same elements in the same structure and in this case, a general translation word order is applied within the homogeneous units and such word order is applied between homogeneous units in the right direction. Like this, it is possible to set forth the combination structure of isolated adverbial modifying units, formalization of their front and back contextual conditions, their necessary Korean equivalents and word order.
•·contextual structure:…, ＼Ih-Ad＼Ing︵＼It＼,… Korean equivalents and word order: -《︵Ing》 e.g.: Now, in order to determine the equivalent resistance for practical resistors, we define R₁,＼Ih-Ad＼ using Ohm's law ＼It＼, as…(이제는 실제저항기에 맞먹는 저항을 결정하기 위하여 우리는 옴의 법칙에 따라 저항 R₁을 …라고 규정한다.)
